Pesto 012: Cloudsteppers - Make Me Shine
promo feedback
Lena (AMDJs Radio show, St. Petersburg/Russia):
This release is one of the best releases in 2008 for sure! So deep and jazzy! Amazing mood!
Full support from amdjs! My fav is "Bedroom Beach Mix". And I guess we'll play it in
immediate radioshow!I also wanna mark the "Deep" and "The Disclosure Project" mixes.
We'll play them too! Keep it deep!
Darren Holland (Baldeelox/UK):
Bedroom beach mix is the one for me here I think definitely. I think that one would be good for
the new comp.
Oz (UCOH, UK):
As always Jon Silva's remix is outstanding, and also a great remix from Disclosure Project.
Vladimir Raketic (Belgrade Soul Direction/Serbia):
Thank you for promo!!! Nice tracks especially The Disclosure Project Remix. Keep rocking!!!
Amir Voloder (PushFM/UK):
I just listen to all the tunes, I am loving the Deep Mix and Jon Silva's Soda Inc mix, that wont
leave my record bag for a long time, great work, well done.
Graham Sahara (Seamless Recordings/Ireland):
Cheers for the tunes, great release. I love the Scope mix, the bedroom beach mix and also
the disclosure project mix, I´ll play all of them depending on the crowd.
Cristian Paduraru (The Remix Label/Romania):
Yes, deep support for the inspiring electronic music! 10/10
Chris Mil (Cabrio. Housetrap/Estonia):
Great stuff! Jon Silva's Soda Inc. Remix works for me :) Pesto is back!!!
Ralph Boege (Worldless Management/GER):
scope mix is the one for me - funky, driving, like the creamy sound...
jon silva remix is the alternative tune in the package for me.
merci
Si & Piers (Stereo Mutants/UK):
Nice work chaps, some interesting remixes on here… we are supporting. 7/10
Steve K (Elektronik Gentlemen, Dolce Radio/Greece):
SUPERB new tracks m8!!!
I ll host them on my Radio Showww!!!
Let me know if u have any sets for my show:)
HD aka Marc (SSRadio/GER):
Ich kann Dir garnicht beschreiben was mir hier gerade einer
abgeht !!!!!!
Jooooooooooooooooooost

was für ein HAMMER "ja ist denn schon Weihnacht??"
der Jon Silva mix trifft mich direkt ins Herz Baby.
Und dann noch meine geliebten "The Disclosure Project"
Ich dreh durch.
Absolut das Beste der letzten Wochen ohne wenn und aber.
Wird an nummer 1 kommen in meinen charts das steht mal fest. Und ich werde den Track
rauf und runter drehen in meinen Shows.
[translation]: I'm missing words to describe my ejaculation right now. Jooost, what a bomb! Is
it X-mas already? Jon Silva remix touches my heart and then my beloved Disclosure Project,
too - I'm going crazy. Absolutely the best during the last weeks without any doubt. Will be #1
in my charts, that's for sure and I'll nail this one like there's no tomorrow in all of my shows.
DJ Electric (Luckystars/Russia):
Thank you for sending.
I love all mixes, but main from them is Make Me Shine (Scope's Noche Urbana Remix).
Will play today for sure !
Mike W. (Kolour Recordings/USA):
WOW!! what a package here from Pesto! It's so very rare that an EP comes out where every
single tune is right up my alley and something i would play. This is one of those EP's. I
remember the Cloudsteppers tune as a favorite from a few Pesto releases ago and these
remixes are nothing short of magnificent. It's so tough to pick a favorite out of this lot but if I
HAD to choose, I would definitely say the 'Bedroom Beach Remix' is my favorite one of all.
PURE CLASS! The Jon Silva Soda Inc. and Scope remixes are sublime as well!
This one will be HUGE! All the best with it Jost & Pesto.
Bobby Deep (Acuna Boyz, Deepsessions/Greece):
Thanks for thinkin about me...;-)
Jon Silva's Soda Inc rmx is smokin...
right up my alley!!!!
full support
Richard Earnshaw (Duff Note, Spiritchaser/UK):
Liking yours and Scope remixes here.... very nice. Support from the Spiritchaser camp. The
Disclosure Project mix is really nice too but too chill out for our club sets...
Pierre (Scattersound/Bulgaria):
I lestened very carefully all the version and i'll try to write you birefly for each one. But first i'd
like to underline (The Disclosure Project Remix) and (Jon Silva's Soda Inc. Remix) as best
for me.The firs id perfect deep track for sunday monday night and jon's remix is awesome
club deep. For the 1st the deep mix the sax is too aggresive too noisy for the whole motiv
and emotion of the track. The second the perfect balance is made with the new saxophone
theme and the original track. For number 3 and 4 and 5 are very nice but 5 is best:)
I like the agresive beat of 3 very much but the synth is not in my blood. And 4 has life....ppl
will get use to it very fast.Unlikely 5 wich is timelees.Next 2 years i'll play the track every day
and won't get bored. Maybe that is why i liked nuber 2 too. Cris udoh's rework is too much
noisy, no ellegance at all which is the main think for the cloudsteppers. and i think the beat
and trebs are the problem...
I hope i was enough clear with my explanation though they are quite abstract.
good work
Ben Gomori (Data Transmission/UK):

Really nice stuff guys, Scope and Da silva mixes are the winner.s..original is nice in a very
retro way…Will review
Michael Fossati (Spirit of House/Switzerland):
Thanks for this slammin’ promo. The review is online at http://www.spiritofhouse.com/content/
view/916/3/.
Joan Ribas (Ibiza Global Radio/Spain):
Wow!!! Its superb, thanks for this Music is very important for my shows and dj sets… all
mixes are excellent but my favs are scope and jon silva..
Alankara (Netherlands):
Wow, the promo you send is really some great stuff. Warm, deep and peaceful. Respect, full
support!!! I really like all the mixes, but my favorites is the The Disclosure Project Remix!!
Amazing!!
Jamie Topham (CD Pool/UK):
Thanks for the Cloudsteppers promo - most excellent stuff! Unfortunately it got to me too late
for December's HOUSE discs (CD Pool) and even tho I notice it will be fully available end of
December, do you think we could run with one of the mixes on January's HOUSE discs?
Henri Kohn (Clubstar, Conya A&R/GER):
nice one. org, jon silva and scope mixes for me!
will play fo sho.
Bobi (Club FM, Macedonia):
Great stuff as usual. Excellent release! Love all tracks, originals and remixes. Solid
package.Will support and play on my radio show
Andreas Hansson (F12, Terrace/Sweden):
At last another pesto release.
The Scope remix and the Jon Silva is my favorite
versions and will definitly play both. Scopes
remix is more peaktime and yours is more for
the early hours or the very very late hours : )
Take care and hope it will not take
so long time for another pesto/traxx release
Ruben Alvarez (Milk & Sugar, Diamondhouse/Spain):
thanks for the promo package
Jon silvas remix is the best for me,
support
MrCenzo (MidiDropMusic/Italy):
Full Support on this one , All Mixes are cool, fav has to be the Jon Silva Rmx, 10/10
Damien Chicken (Unbroken/UK):
This is great, many thanks..
Really like the Jon Silva, Scope and Deep mixes, really good package.
Andre Kronert (Session Deluxe, 616 Detroit, Neurotron, Ostwind Records, Night Drive

Music, Parquet/Germany)
Oh yes.. this is pure deepness. I love this release…I dig the silva remix. It’s the right thing for
me to play in the beginning of my sets…amazing.
Bios (Loud Society/Hungary):
Thanks for sending this pack rocks man! Very nice summer vibe with interesting reinterpretations. I like the original and the Bedroom Beach version but the absolute and total
winner for me is the half-Soda remix. It's the kind of a deep stuff I'm in love with - in my bag.
Keep 'em coming bro.
Lenny Ibizarre (Ibizarre Recordings/Ibiza, Spain):
super groovy!
Chris G. (Pesto, Traxx/Australia):
01. Make Me Shine (Deep Mix) HOT! Obviously more on the chill side - great production,
tight!
02. Make Me Shine (The Disclosure Project Remix) Set the mood and this is a BOMB!!!!!!!
03. Make Me Shine (Scope's Noche Urbana Remix) Busy but nice! I'd definately buy
04. Make Me Shine (Bedroom Beach Remix) Very nice & light - Great summer number
05. Make Me Shine (Jon Silva's Soda Inc. Remix) Love the bumpy stabs! Had me movin!
Flowing nicely start to finish!
06. Make Me Shine (Chris Udoh's Rework) I like the feel attempted here, however I am not a
big fan of the 'BIG' vocal reverb
07. Make Me Shine (Dub Mix) Dub version of the Deep Mix with a different Kick... works just
as good for me! HOT!
08. Make Me Shine (Pesto FreeBee Version/Radio Cut) Nice!
Guys, a great little package indeed, all the tracks work well for me except for Chris Udoh's
version :-)
DJ Linus (Exun, Pacha/Germany):
still know it from your sampler and still playing (Original/DeepMix)
Chris Tomsett (K-Bana, Duff Note/UK):
Wicked release.. Really good quality mixes from Jon Silva and Scope, both are my
favourites.. Will be playing out for sure!!!!
Ross Couch (Body Rhythm/UK):
Thanks for the promo. The Dub mix appeals to me most out of the deeper mixes although
The Disclosure Project do a good job with their reworking too. Jon Silva's Soda Inc Remix
takes a different direction and is a good alternative mix.
Thanks again and best of luck with the release!
MDJ (Italy):
your overall feedback: good
which is your most favourite mix: jon silva
play/chart: yes/yes
where will you post your charts: disc-jockey.it
Emanuel Phaz (Stripped Recordings, No Smoking, DanceRadio, FriskyRadio,
Paradiso Beach Club/Greece):
Loving Scope's Remix! Will certainly play this out! Thanks!
Budai (I love deep, Ego Traxx, Defected In The House/Hungary):

thnxxx for your pack:) my fav is Jon Silva's Soda Inc. Remix, will play it's sure:)
Martijn Hoffmans (aka Phonic Funk, Soulfuric, MN2S, Peppermint Jam, Pesto/
Netherlands):
Yeah, love the jon silva mix!!
Kyka (Cabrio/Estonia):
It's a really good release with very nice and smooth sounds!! Jon
Silva's and Scope versions are my favourites. Will play them
deffenitly!!
Funky Groover (AM Group/Italy):
your overall feedback: good
which is your most favourite mix: pesto frebee and John Silva mix
play/chart: yes/no
I'll play it in my radio show " House of Groove "
Nice tune buddy ..I really feel this track ..will play it for sure
Bamo (Guess Records/UK):
Great package with some cool mixes for different occasions. But my favourite is your Soda
Inc. mix. Very simple, but SOOOO effective. Love the emotion you've created, top marks
and full support...
Jose Maria Ramon (Ibiza Global Radio/Ibiza):
yeah! really groovy and nice,,,i play it on my radio shows on Ibiza Global Radio Thanks 4 this
fantastic music!
Dave Horne (Baroque, Urbantorque, Guess Records/UK):
like this track, but its too housey for me. Great melody tho!
Dirty Cover (2600, Plastic City/Serbia):
Greats tracks, will play!!!
Nicolas Matar (Cielo NYC/USA):
Thank you for the promo. Quite a few interesting mixes to choose from. The
one that stands out is the Scope rmx
DJ MFR (Transport Recordings/USA):
your overall feedback: outstanding
which is your most favourite mix: Jon Siluas soda mix
play/chart: yes/yes
charts on: traxsource, beatport, stompy
Maria & Joel (aka The Messenger, Soul Industries, Night Drive, Plastic City/Croatia):
Really nice release,thanx!
We LOVE The Disclosure Project Remix,awesome job done on that one!
Dub Mix is also equally fine, just as we like it:)
Altogether really nice package!
Will play those 2 for sure!
Chris Blenda (...):
I just listen all the tunes & all mixes are excellent but my best are scope and jon silva..

Ricardo Torres (West Coast Collective, SSRadio/USA):
your overall feedback: outstanding
most favourite mix: Jon Silva's Soda Inc. Remix
play/chart: yes/yes
charts on: Personal Website and SS Radio UK
additional comments and feedback: Fantastic release. Incredibly musical and moody track.
Every mix has something new to offer but my favorite is with out a doubt the Jon Silva remix
followed closely by the Disclosure Project Remix. I have a soft spot for Jon's effort because
it's quality Deep House the way I remember that genre to be. Scope does his thing with his
golden touch and doesn't disappoint either. This is a guy to watch in the not too distant
future. I can't wait to play this release late in the set or even early the get the party going. To
think of it I might play it twice to book end the night. Full support on the dance floor and the
radio show. Much love to Pesto.
balErik (Alternative Route, Discoteca/Norway):
Cheers for sending, Scope and Soda inc remix for me thanks :)
Chris Blenda (Cyprus):
I just listen all the tunes & all mixes are excellent but my best are scope and jon silva..
Big Al (ReadyMix Records/Canada):
your overall feedback: outstanding
which is your most favourite mix: Dub Mix, Jon Silva's Remix and Scope's Remix
play/chart: yes/yes
charts on: Beatport, Resident Advisor, Progressivehouse.com, Proton Radio
additional comments and feedback: Awsome, Awesome, Awesome!!!
I don't think I can say awesome enough.
Always quality from the Pesto stable.
Lots of love & support on this one for sure.
Thanks for sending.
BiG AL
Henry Burrows (Cella Dwellers, Cr2/UK):
your overall feedback: outstanding
most favourite mix: Scope Noche Urbana Remix
play/chart:yes/no
additional comments and feedback: I love Scopes production! Warm and soothing like a hot
bath. Refreshes the senses beautifully. I can see it working well in the last set of the night.
I'm also feeling the Deep Mix & The Bedroom Beach mix which would go down well in a warm
up I suspect.
A tidy little package!
Keep up the good work.
Demarkus Lewis (Slip'n'Slide, Lazy Days, Conya.../USA):
Jon silva's mix does it for me .. Up second for the groove on the floor would be the Bedroom
Beach mix .. Nice One!
Andy Lee (Central Avenue, Barcoda/UK):
Really into Jon Silva remix... nice mix of tougher styled beats and deep house musical
elements. Full support from me. Unfortunatelly really not feeling any of the other mixes..
Alland Byallo (Nightlight Music, Utensil Records/USA):
your overall feedback: average

which is your most favourite mix: Deep Mix
play/chart: yes/no
additional comments and feedback: I love the Deep Mix!!! Dub mix is great too! Will play
Jay Serano (Soulsessions/Netherlands):
play/chart: yes/no
additional comments and feedback: Bedroom Beach mix is the one for me! Thanks guys =)
Ole Lysholdt (BZO, audiobahn/Denmark, Sweden):
Love the jon silva Mix and the Scope's Noche Urbana Remix. Will for sure have them in my
set during December. And Im sure the Mexicans will love them both! All the best!
Allovers (Pesto, Traxx/Russia):
favourite mix: Deep Mix, Jon Silva's Soda Inc. Remix, The Disclosure Project Remix
additional comments and feedback: Nice stuff highly recommended!
Ben JR (Sweden):
your overall feedback: good
favourite mix: scope, bedroom beach
play/chart: yes/yes
charts on: www.dirtytribe.se
additional comments and feedback: I like the oldschool sound on the bedroom beach remix.
And the scope remix was just dope!!!
Tom Morgan (Discoteca, Alternative Route/UK):
Scope's mix sounds really nice, will definitely play.
Franco Martinelli (housepage.net, DJOriented, MotionFM, DFR Radio/Italy):
Personal reaction : 7
Favourite track: The Disclosure Project Remix for my taste, Jon Silva remix for the
dancefloor.
Comment : This release is hot and there's something for every situation in the package, Full
support and review guearnteed!
David Matias (COO Dancefuel/Portugal):
Great tune, keep going on that
Chris Niteshake (Locked Groove, Elektronik Gentlemen/Greece):
hi Jon, I do like the tracks a lot, especially the bedroom beach, Jon Silva, and Disclosure
Project mix. Keep on doing your thing - it defines house of 2008.
C&M Productions (Defected, Dutchie, King Street, Acryl/Switzerland):
many thanks for the promo!
jon silva's mix is def. the best for me!!! great!!
the charts: http://www.truehouse.net/charts.htm
Bruno From Ibiza (Café del Mar/Ibiza, Spain):
My god this track is hot !!! So many remixes, so much quality don't know
which one to use, will play most of them. Great job !!
Charles Spencer (Loveslap/USA):
I like the Jon Silva mix.. thanks

Subsky (Urbantorque, Dutchie, Forensic/Turkey):
excellent package, Id go with the dub mix...thanks! :)
Anil Chawla (Global Underground/UK):
Nice EP - liking Jon Silva's mix :-)
Nikos Diamantopoulos (Wet Recordings, Klik/Greece):
Great release amigo!! Great vibe for another one time!
The Disclosure Project Remix is already in the set!!
Miss Disk (SSRadio/GER):
Jon Silva' version of "Make me shine" is an absolute funky clubtune, which i'll definately
support!
Darran Nugent (Aruba, Elevation/Ireland):
The Deep Mix is sublime. The Jon Silva and Chris Udoh version will be getting played by me.
Escpecially like these two.
Zach DeVincent (Frisky Radio/USA):
gotta go with the Jon Silva and Chris Udoh mixes on this one. the Silva is that smooth yet
funky sound i've come to expect, with just the right touch of soul elements from the original
vocal. digging the pads and filtering on the Udoh mix.

